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 We have received very positive feedback about our previous collections of Erotic Lounge recordings. They have been a huge success with our readers so we have decided to continue this fantastic audio journey into the underground world of Erotic Lounge. When we say underground we mean not the mainstream which is just as disappointing as the rest of the mainstream music business that has
grown to be so bad. Here at SDS we will only record what we find really good, something that's at the very least worth hearing and a lot more than that actually. We are not like the karaoke crowd that just goes out to hear a few lousy songs. We have much more to offer. Our previous Volumes 1-15 have been as follows: Vol 15 (2010) Erotic Lounge Vol 14 (2009) Erotic Lounge Vol 13 (2008) Erotic
Lounge Vol 12 (2007) Erotic Lounge Vol 11 (2006) Erotic Lounge Vol 10 (2005) Erotic Lounge Vol 9 (2004) Erotic Lounge Vol 8 (2003) Erotic Lounge Vol 7 (2002) Erotic Lounge Vol 6 (2001) Erotic Lounge Vol 5 (2000) Erotic Lounge Vol 4 (1999) Erotic Lounge Vol 3 (1998) Erotic Lounge Vol 2 (1997) Erotic Lounge Vol 1 (1996) In 2004 we started doing original audio recordings as part of

our Erotic Lounge audio journey. It started with a few singles and we also published a compilation CD Erotic Lounge Vol 8. Since then we have been steadily adding material that has been released mainly on X-Rated Rockerz Records in the UK. We will continue to add more and more to our long list of XXX songs. To date we have produced a total of 15 Erotic Lounge volumes and we have collected
over 1200 songs. Some of these are your new favourites but most are not as the great majority are not available anywhere. We also think that these have come a long way and we are sure that our readers will agree with us when we say this. Most of the songs are around 7 minutes long with a few as long as 12 minutes but there are also a few tracks as short as two minutes. The material has been divided

up into 3 groups or categories as they would say on American TV. We call them:- E 82157476af
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